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Modelling Short Duration Shock Wave
Attentuation in Explosives
1. Introduction
It is known that a shock w'ave attenuates as it tra vels through an inert med in m
11,2]. The causes of this attenuation can be divided into two major groulps.
These are: (a) transfer of energy from the shock wave to the medium and (b)
the degradation of the shock wave by the encroaching rarefaction waves. It is
expected that similar attenuation mechanisms will occur within an explosive
medium until the input stimulus initiates a reaction that ma' lead to a
detonation.
It can be difficult to experimentally determine the e\tent of the attenuation

within ani
1L1 OsivL' mdi IM
u because that medium ,can reiLpond to iminpact
stim1uli by quickly growing to detonation. If the impact duration is shoirt the
ieCast'tllt1[ree tbect" lOmre ditficult becaus.e the attLluation occurs ' er a
short distance. An ex0mple ot a short duration shock pulse that n 0' lead to
detonation is provided by the slapper detonator.
The slapper detonator [31 employs a thin flyer plate that imp acts the surface
of an explosive. At impact the shock intensity is measured iii gigapascals and
the shock duration in nanoseconds. This short duration high prossure shock
pulse may cause initiation of the explosive.
Walker and Wasley [4] have proposed an initiatior Lriterion of the form
P"t constant to quantify the effect of these para r,.ters. In the equation, P is
the shock pressure, t is the shock duration and n is an experimentally
determined constant for a specific material. Whatever the exact criterion may
be, if initiation occur, growti to detonatioi, mnaV ensue over a finite distance.
Attenuation of the initiating shock wave, however, i, still expected to occur
prior to the onset of a reaction. In the Cases where initiation does not occur, the
transmitted shock wave undergoe', further attenuation.
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By investigating the extent of the attenuation within the target and by
employing an initiation criterion, it may be possible to predict whether a
prompt or a delayed initiation will result or whether no initiation at all is
possible. Such information could be employed to improve the understanding of
short duration shock initiation.
In an attempt to quantify the attenuation, shock transmission through an
explosive medium has been modelled. This was achieved by employing the
hydrocode HULL [5].

2.

Numerical Model

To simplify the calculation several assumptions were made. The explosive
target was treated as an inert material as HULL is a non-reactive code. This is
a reasonable assumption as the simulation was only concerned with the
unreactive passage of the shock wave through the explosive. Shock initiation of
the explosive was not of interest to this study.
The IfUl.L. code models attenuation of shock waves by changing the internal
energy of the medilun depending on the amount of work performed on that
medium. The pressure, the deviatoric stresses and artificial viscosity terms are
all employed to determine the amount of work performed. Conservation of
total energy at the shock front is employed to determine the reduction in the
shock wave velocity as the calculated internal energy of the shocked medium is
increased. Further attenuation is achieved as the rarefaction wave encroaches
upon the original shock wave and the particle velocity is returned to zero.
The problem tot be modelled consisted of a thin, high velocity disc impacting
a nuch hloger
cvindrical target (Fig. 1).The collision was modelled
Ctationary,
by tt'I.I

in I agranigia n mode.

dimensional geoII't
Cne
ry was elpiotVd a

tile
width Of the diC w\'aslarge comlpared to the depth of peet'ratioinlltoh thil'
explosive that was epected and therefore the assumption ot unia\ial strain
close to the impact surface was valid. One dimensional geometry reduced the
calculational time.
The same grid spacing was used for both the flyer plate and the target. The
initial grid spacing was 0.5 pm for the x-axis and 1 pm for the v-axis. The
25 pm thick disc consisted of 286 nodes and the 375 pm long target of 4136
nodes. Later numerical experiments employed a thicker fiVer plate (75 pmll,
1111 nodes) against the same target.
Pressure-time history was determined at pre-selected points along the central
axis of the disc and target. The data was analysed to determine the degree of
attentuation of the pressure pulses.
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3. Results
The peak pressure, particle velocity and shock duration at the Collision interface
can be calculated from the known Vfligoniots Ill. 11w Code' calculations canl
therefore be checked againlst the expeCteJ VAlueCs at thet interfaice. Such a

comparison should provide a clear indication of the validity of tile code
calculations at the shock interface. The results are shown in Table I for three
separate cases with an impact velocity of 2.5 mm/ps: a copper disc impacting a
copper target; a Kapton disc impacting a Kapton target and a Kapton disc
impacting an HNS target. The flyer plate thickness was 25 pm. The
simulations were successfully completed except for the Kapton colliding with
Kapton where calculational instabilities were experienced in the HULL
simulation.

Table 1: Sumunaryj of flLILL calculations and expected results [l] for various impact
scenarios tbr a flyer plate 25 lut thick travelling at a velocity of 2.5 ini//is.
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The pressure profiles predicted bv I lUI. at the interface and within the I INS
target can be seen in Figure 2. Successive profiles represent the pressure
calculated at increasing depths of 25 pn tip to a depth of 100 pim. [he profiles
are then shown at intervals of 5(0 pmn.
In the ideal case, a square pulse is expected at the interface. The 1IUtI
calculation cannot provide a square pulse at the interface. This is partly due to
tile
finite dimension of the cell sites em1ployed. Consequently the first
calculated profile in the series shown in Figure 2, corresponds to a location
bcncath the surfact of the target rather than at til'
interface. AttenuOation \oo1Id
therefore hae already beguIi and the HUILL. predictions for the shock pressure
at the interface %v lud be uiderestima ted. In addition, the noumerical techniqucs
employed b\wI ILl I to .olvC the prolehm maWV also affcct the accujracy of the
predictions.
For the purposes of the comparison Shown in Fable 1,the init,1a Shock
duration for the Kipton/I INS impact was mneasured as otlows. A ho0riton/1tal
line was drawn at the peak pressure of the first profile. The shock duration
was estimated to correspond to the time that the pressure at the peak remained
constant. At later times, the shock duration is quoted as tile
full width at half
height (:WF III).
At the interface, good agreement was found between the impedance matching
technique Ill and the IULL. model as shown in Table i. It was therefore
decided to investigate the attenuation of the shock wave inside the target. This
was done as a function of impact velocity and plate thickness for a Kapton flyer
and an I INS target. A range of impact velocities that encompassed the
experimentally derived threshold velocity of approximately 2.7 mm /!ps [8]for
380 pm wide flyer plates and explosive HNS with a specific surface area (SSA)
of approximately 8 m 2 /g were chosen.
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Figure 2: Pressure profile's zithin tit HNS target .iillowicin iimpact at 2.5 min/Is byt a
25 ion thick Kapttn disc. Tit first tour profil's after impact are shor n at saccessiZ e
,1cpths ot 25 jon. hIlercatTcr, the protfiles arc shltol at scicC'55t '' dePths; of 50 11tin.

As tlw" o(,t(t' i ni n-reacetit, it tjk's in t dztinguits between in)p,)ctS that ha')d
to detonatiin and those thaat do not. ihe range of velocities chosen pro\'idts an
opportu nitv toI conisider the change' in attenuation as the \elocit\ is increased
bevond the threshold velocity. The results may be interpreted in terms of an
initiation criterion of Walker-Wasley 141 form. The maximum depths at which
initiation is predicted to occur may then be compared. Figures 3 and 4 show
the results obtained for a 25 pin thick flyer plate at velocities of 1.5 and
3.5 mm/ps respective]hv The pressures are shown at the same penetration
distances as Figure 2 e\cept for the last three in Figure 4 where the separation
is 100 pin.
Figuru ; sumnimarit's these results in a plot Of the peak pressure as a function

Of distance into the target for variour: impact velocities and two liver plate
thicknesses (25 pmi and 7- 1111).
In :igure. 0,, 1't
it Ithe nitatihn criterion) is shown as a functiol of the
pettlrartioll disLLce for various, flyer plate v'el)cities and thicknesses. The
pressure and ,hock duration values are from the HIULL output. The thick
horizontal line represents the calculated value of this initiation criterion when
the plate veocitV is 2.7 nn/ps. Points below this line indicate a failure to
initiate the eplsive under this criterion.
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ta rge t. The shock reflected back inito the tite.r lIM (L~t)
by eqciation 3 whenI the particle velocit\' is \ 1-tiP, [he sh0ck \Ciocit ,VIn1tO tit
H NS I Uj is given by equationi 2. The retlected shoctk travk to) the real
boundary of the tlyer plate wherCLuponI a retlected ra retacti wove Reto"11 ts
the in~terface between the flyer plate anld the targe t 11
litt ra uSi It tntI f r' til '
excursion is approximately,

if

(4)

2L

where L is the thickness of the fliver plate. A rarefaction wave is then sent into
the target.
To simplify this analysis, it was assumed that the componewt of the
attenuation that is due to the rarefaction could be modelled independently.
This would allow the results from such an analysis to be compared with the
HULL output.
The simplified analysis assumes that Ur (rarefaction velocity in the target) can
be related to U, (shock velocity, in the target) by:

where u> I and constant. This relationship relies on the fact that the
propagation \elocity for dl-urbance, behind the shock is greater than the shock
\eloci tv Il. In reaIitv t is n1ot a constant and would decrease a ,the original
shock warte loses energy to the medium and slows down [L.
Linder thes' asstuptio'., the rareiactiol

wave 'vertakes the origIhal shock

waIve aItaldtstalnce'

2l. a 1,(,

d

I--

-

into the target and after a time t following impact,
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Ihe time to overtake is plotted a, a functioln Of i., (L r"LJ in Vigure 7. 1h
- I
Itures. It should b noted that it
penetration curv dilays the sant
tie
the
both
that
and
wave
sh,,k
the
to
up
catches
eiver
wave,
raftfaction
the
and penetration distance are infinite.
A two dimensional analysis would need to include the effect of the unloading
shock from the sides of the impacting plate. This unloading forms a Mach cone
and further redIces the region of high pressure within the e\plosive. The cone

angle, 0, is given by 191:
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Discussion

The prL..suir-tIIme plots for the range (if plate imipacos shown ingi
ri'. 21
and 4 II1JCa te thalt the rate of ateua2111tion depended Oil the in picILt e1k'It\
wvhen em phwing a 25 pmn thick disc. The shortest timeI' fn att tn r.i101tIi, k%
tOUn~d to oLcur At theC highes't velocity. For e\.aInlp1l Figure 3 .hn\ IHIt . 11Iplate. illnipact at 1 7 rm,p
resuLlts, Inl a1minmal dCtion Ill the pe1k ie.i
after 901in. Altt rnoitivelk, Itl dr
aV
ierplate velocit\ ot 3.
11 Il
0' .i
Ar ,i 1iili iii
re-CItionl inl peak pressre hlas, already occurre'd 11v "'W ns i
IirOI I h'tlh
coses, however, the struIcture- Of the walve has Changed.
Lquations 2 and 3 can be used to calIclate the particle vkeloci i id shtktk
velocities for a 25 pm thick flyer plate with a velocity of 3.5; ill .rn
i impactling a
statiionarY I INS target. Equation 7 then predicts that tI ra retact it
mrertakcts
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the shock in approximately 160 ns after impact for an t of 1.1. Given the
simplifications involved, this calculation provides an indication of the upper
bound to the atttenuation time. The corresponding maximum penetration
distance of 790 pm from equation b is beyond the range of Figure 5. An aI of
1.2 predicts that the rarefaction overtakes the shock in approximately 85 ns.
Thus for an impact velocity of 3.5 mm/ps a good approximation may be
1.1 <a < 1.2.
Figure 7 shows the strong relationship between ax and the time to attenuate.
Unfortunately the model cannot be used to compare attenuation times and
penetration distances for different impact velocities as the relative ax values are
unknown. In fact, c will increase as the impact velocity increases.
Including the lateral release waves reduces the maximum penetration distance
as calculated by HULL. For a flyer plate with a velocity between
1.5 and 3.5 mm/ps, the calculated Mach cone angle is between 41' and 50' from
equation 8. The penetration distance for a 250 pm diameter flyer plate 1101 is
then found to be about 100 pin for an impact at 3.5 mm/ps and 140 pm for an
impact at 1.5 mm/ps. Alternatively, for a 1.57 mm diameter flver plate 131, the
distances are 660 pm and 890 pm respectively. Equation 8 also provides an
estimate for ax. As the shock travels into the target at U s, the side rarefactions
travel at ctU,. The vector diagram of the addition of these two velocities gives:

tan 0 - a

(10)

For 41 < ) 50 then 0.1) - (t < 1.2. 1his Suggests an upper lianit of 1.2 for uI
in good agreement with the earlier estimate. An iu < I results from the
simplification of the shock interactions.
The rapid degradation of the pressure pulse by the encroaching rarefaction
waves indicates that if initiation is to occur as defined by an initiation criterion
of the Pl'tform, it must occur near the impact surface. This is shown in
Figure 6 where for a 3.5 mm/ps flyer plate, initiation would be possible to a
depth of approximately 200 pin; a distance equivalent to eight flyer plate
thicknesses. Note that the Mach cone for 250 pin width flyer plates allow for a
maximum1 penetration distance of about 100 pm. Under these conditions, it
therefore seeLms that the initiation process is limited to a maximum depth of
100 pIm.
As the impact velocity approaches the threshold velocity, Figure 6 suggests
that initiation must occur close to the surface. Ultimately, a minimum volume
of explosive must be shocked for initiation to begin. Below this minimum the
shock wave continues to be attenuated. The minimum volume is probably due
to a complex interaction of the particle size and/or the SSA and the strength of
the shock wave. The minimum diameter of a detonation front that can be
smstained b the explosive, the failure diameter, also provides a limit for the
sinidbum vthme. For the present work the width of the impacting plate is
much greater than the failure diameter of the HNS. Above this miniiunm the
energy released from the hot spots formed may be coupled to the shock wave.
The shock wave may then build to detonation. Near the apex of the Mach cone
the failure diameter may again limit the buildup process.
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Measurement of the excess transit time for a detonation provides experimenlal
evidence of the promptness of initiation. Excess time is the difference betwee-n
the time measured for a detonation wave to be detected on the free surl<,ce ot
an explosive target following flyer plate impact at the other end, and the time
taken for a reactive shock wave to travel that same distance. Using SO pm thick
fiver plates against pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN), Weingart et al Ilj havc
shown that the excess transit time is close to zero when detonation does occur
A similar phenomenon occurs for HNS [31 with SSA < 1t0 m 2 /g. Remembering
that the excess transit time includes the time to ignite as well as tile timeIto
build up to detonation, the measured excess times indicate that initiation must
occur very close to the explosive surface.
When a thicker flyer plate is employed, the initial shock duration is increased.
A comparison between the HULL output for the 25 pm and 75 pm thick fiver
plates with a velocity of 3.5 mm/ps (Figure 5) indicates that the peak pressure
remains high for a much longer penetration distance for the thicker flyer plate.
The thicker flyer plate does not effect the Mach cone and therefore the
maximum penetration depth for a shock of sufficient strength to cause initiation
is still approxi matelV 100 -pi for a 75 pim thick, 250 p.in wide fiver plate. Il
achieve greater penetration a wider tfl'er plate would be req1uired.
According to Figure 6 lower threshold impact velocities for FINS are
permitted as the thickness of the fiver plate increases from 25 pm to 7S urn.
This is dLue to the longer shock duration time.
With fiurther increases to the shock duration, thei impact conditions change
froi short shock to sustained shock and the Waller-XVasley form Of the
initiatioi criterion no longer holds. The initiation metcCI'haniIn also(, ChlnalgeLt' frtom1
01C where the sho ck wave builds todetonation with in the
i
\phsi\ e meciiun .
to on Mher' tlet denation01 Net'gil/S at 0t sh0ck nfit'rfliCt
Iliui ncre- il
hrc-kne - 01 Ih1 flyer plate to iredLc th
threshold mnlpact \'ILci f\ i- Ot
ten jItt
S]tic v.hIi ct rili~c in
liti
liick i tniatioi i ulil
n t I tteidalin
wlnt1 t,,;i
ttepth oflthe 'llhck i\,ae

6.

Conclusion

ItILt.modelling has shown that significant Shock attienuation occurs hc\1tid
10) plin
(f the impact surface following thin (23 pn) tiv\er plate imp1act vh'n
the impact is close to the threshold velocitv of I INS. Ihis confirms that slapper
Cetollator initiatioin Must be prounpt Ill1 and nust occur withinh 4 tiver plate
tihickness ot the impact surface.
The I IU.I. code one-dinensional calculations and the theoretical
ama ises
provided insight into experimentally determined initiation criteria. The
possibility of further investigation including three dimensional analysis should
be considered. These simulations may be employed to studv the e~fect of plate
planarity and tilt on the transmitted shock wave. Ultimately a reactive
component will need to be included in the code. This wi enable the tlarget
material to respond to the shock stimulus.
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